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FREELENSING WORKSHOP NOTES by ALMITRA HILL 

These notes are taken from a workshop presentation by Almitra Hill at Lane Cove Creative 
Photography on Thursday 3 May 2018. 

WHAT IS FREELENSING? 

An alternative shooting technique where an interchangeable lens is detached from the camera 
body and held up to the mount opening during exposure. The lens is often tilted to distort the 
focal plane and selectively focus. Distinctive features include: wedge of focus, distorted 
perspective, softness/blur, light leaks, flare. 

 

 

Above: some examples of freelensed images 

STARTING OUT 

Which lens to use 

• A “normal” prime lens is a good place to start (35mm or 50mm) but zoom lenses can be used. 
• Something lightweight that is easy to handle. 
• A slower maximum aperture can be handy. 
• Manual aperture ring is extremely useful. 
• Vintage lenses are great! 
• A different-mount lens with a longer register/flange focal distance will enable more distant 

focus (e.g. Nikon lens with Canon body). 

A note on aperture… 

• Default apertures depend on the make and mount of lens: Canon-mount lenses default to 
wide open when detached, most other lenses default to fully stopped down.  

• TIP: Canon users can hold down the DoF preview button while detaching a lens (with the 
power on) and the aperture will remain as set. 
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• Nikon, Pentax, Sony, Sigma, Tamron etc lenses have an aperture control lever on the rear of 
the lens that can be held open with a small piece of card/plastic/hairtie. 

• Manual aperture rings allow you to stop down mechanically. 

Setting exposure 

• Meter electronically: Canon and Nikon meters still function with the lens detached. 
• If your meter disables, you can set your ballpark exposure before detaching your lens, bearing 

in mind your lens’ aperture behaviour. 
• Use Manual Mode and adjust shutter speed and/or ISO to balance exposure as desired. 
• Note that light leaks will affect your exposure. 

How to hold the lens 

• Hold the lens flush to the mount opening as if you are about to mount it but do not click it in. 
• Tilt the lens as if it is on a hinge – from side to side, up or down – by millimeters. 
• Use a hand to cup the gap created between the body and the lens to control the amount of 

light leaking in. 
• TIP: you can reverse the lens for a macro effect. 

How to focus 

• Start by 
o prefocusing on your chosen subject using autofocus before you detach your lens; or 
o using manual focus; or  
o setting your focus to infinity for more distant subjects (e.g. 3-4 metres).  

• As you tilt the lens, your focal plane becomes a wedge, extending out from the point your 
lens hinges against your camera. 

• Tilting the lens adjusts the angle of the focal plane. Physically move or bobble to adjust focus. 
• The further you pull the lens away from your camera body, the closer your focus comes in (c.f. 

macro extension tubes). 
• Infinity focus cannot be achieved using same-mount lens and camera. 
• TIP: use live view/focus peaking/focus confirm. 
• TIP: stop down or use a lens with a smaller maximum aperture to increase the size of your 

wedge. 

DISCLAIMER 

This technique is not without risks, some obvious ones being: 
• exposing the interior of the camera body and sensor to the environment; 
• rear element of a lens hitting the camera’s mirror, depending on the lens/body combination; 
• dropping a lens. 

IF YOU LIKE THE LOOK BUT YOU’RE STILL NOT SURE 

Lensbender and Lens Shield, Lensbaby Edge series, tilt-shift lenses, selective blur/tilt-shift filters in 
post processing. 
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